
International Mathematial Forum, 5, 2010, no. 58, 2857 - 2874A New Weighted Global Full OrthogonalizationMethod for Shifted Linear Systems with MultipleRight-Hand SidesM. Mohseni MoghadamCenter of Exellene of Linear Algebra and OptimizationShahid Bahonar University of Kerman, Kerman, Iranmohseni�mail.uk.a.irF. Panjeh Ali BeikDepartment of MathematisShahid Bahonar University of Kerman, Kerman, Iranpanjeh ali beik�yahoo.omAbstratIn this paper, we are interested to solve simultaneously the shiftedlinear systems with multiple right-hand sides (multiple shifted linearsystems). It is natural to apply the global full orthogonalization method(G-FOM) to solve simultaneously multiple shifted linear systems. But,in this work, a new weighted global full orthogonalization method (WG-FOM) is proposed. It is shown that the new WG-FOM an provideaelerating onvergene rate with respet to the number of restarts inompared with G-FOM. Also, the assoiated CPU time is redued asshown by the numerial experiments.Mathematis Subjet Classi�ation: 65F10Keywords: Shifted algebrai linear systems, multiple linear systems, blokKrylov subspae methods, iterative methods1. IntrodutionGiven a large and sparse nonsymmetri matrix A 2 Rn�n , we are interestedin the simultaneous solution of the several large sparse shifted linear systemswhih have the same oeÆient matrix and di�erent right-hand sides, i.e.,



2858 M. Mohseni Moghadam and F. Panjeh Ali Beik(A� �I)X = B; (1)for several ( say a few hundreds; see, e.g., [8℄ ) tabulated values of the pa-rameter �; where B = [b(1); :::; b(s)℄; X = [x(1); :::; x(s)℄; are retangular realmatries with s � n: During this work we all the system (1) , a multipleshifted linear system. Shifted linear systems arise in a variety of pratial ap-pliations suh as ontrol theory, strutural dynamis, higher order impliitmethods for solving time dependent partial di�erential equations and quan-tum hromo dynamis; see[ 5, 8-10, 17, 24, 28, 29℄ and the referenes therein.Krylov subspae tehniques are partiularly appealing beause they rely on ashift-invariane property, whih allows obtaining approximation iterates for allparameter values by only onstruting one approximation subspae. Indeed,the Krylov subspaeKm(A; v) = span� v; Av; :::; Am�1 v g ;is isomorphi toKm(A� �I; bv) = span� bv; (A� �I)bv; :::; (A� �I)m�1 bv g ;with bv = �v; 0 6= � 2 R :Note that, in fat, the multiple shifted linear system (1) onsists of the sshifted linear systems. Instead of solving eah of the s shifted linear systemsindependently by using some iterative methods presented in [13,28℄ and thereferenes therein, it is more eÆient to use a blok solver. Reently, globalmethods were proposed, for more details see [12, 15, 16, 20, 21, 22 and 25℄and the referenes therein. These methods are based on the use of a globalprojetion proess onto the blok Krylov subspae. The pair of methods thatare global FOM and global GMRES (G-FOM/G-GMRES) use the global Arnoldiproess [12℄. Furthermore, some new onvergent results for these methods, bymeans of Shur omplements [1, 23℄, are presented in [2, 3℄. The generalizationof these results for a new weighted global FOM disussed in this work is underinvestigation.Consider a blok Krylov subspae de�ned byKm(A; V ) = span� V; AV; :::; Am�1V g ;where V = [v1; v2; :::; vs℄ is an n�s matrix and vi 2 Rn ; i = 1; 2; :::; s: It is wellknown that the blok Krylov subspae is a sum of s lassial Krylov subspaesKm(A; V ) = sPi=1Km(A; vj):Hene, the shift invariane property is also valid for the blok Krylov sub-spae. As a result, the multiple shifted linear system (1) an be solved by theblok Krylov method suh as the restarted global full orthogonalizationmethod



New weighted global full orthogonalization method 2859(G-FOM) and the restarted global generalized minimum residual method (G-GMRES).It is known that the restarted full orthogonalization method ( FOM ) out-performs the restarted generalized minimum residual method (GMRES) in sev-eral irumstanes for solving shifted linear systems when the shifts are handedsimultaneously, see [27℄. As a result, the omputational eÆieny an be main-tained beause the orthonormal basis and the square Hessenberg matrix arerequired to be alulated only one eah time, for more details refer to [13,28℄. The weighted Arnoldi proess has been developed by Essai in [7℄. Re-ently, the appliation of the weighted tehniques for the aelerating purposein some aspet has been a subjet of growing interest. For example, in [13℄,Yan Fei Jing et al employed weighted full orthogonalization method (WFOM)for solving shifted linear systems. Furthermore, Cao and Yu [4℄ disussed theperformane of the preonditioned weighted FOM and GMRES methods.Our aim is to ompute an aeptable approximation to the solution of themultiple shifted linear system (1) by a new weighted global full orthogonaliza-tion method (WG-FOM) whih an provide aelerating onvergene rate withrespet to the number of restarts.In the �rst part of this work, we introdue a weighted global Arnoldi pro-ess. Also, a new method alled WG-FOM for solving multiple linear system(1) is given. Note that there is another type of the weighted blok Krylov sub-spae methods de�ned in [11℄, the new global weighted FOM presented in thiswork is a di�erent type. The di�erene between these two types of the weightedglobal FOM methods is under investigation. The seond part onsists of pre-senting a hybrid algorithm, termed the restarted WG-FOM, whih in e�et,brings together the eÆiently of the G-FOM on the one hand and the weightedglobal Arnoldi on the other. Indeed, our new method an onverges faster withrespet to the number of restarts at a little extra expense. Therefore, in theases where WG-FOM for multiple shifted linear systems (WSG-FOM) needsless enough number of restarts than SG-FOM ( G-FOM for multiple shiftedlinear systems) the assoiated CPU onsuming time is also redued, as shownby the numerial experiments.The outline of the paper is as follows. In the next setion, we give somenotations and reall the global Arnoldi proess, then we present a weightedglobal Arnoldi proess. In setion 3, we introdue a new weighted global fullorthogonalization method (WG-FOM). Setion 4 presents the weighted shiftedglobal FOM (WSG-FOM) and some details on the strategy for the hoie of theweights. Numerial experiments are shown in setion 5. Finally, the paper isended with a brief onlusion in setion 6.2. Weighted global Arnoldi proessIn this setion, we state some neessary de�nitions and notations. Then, we



2860 M. Mohseni Moghadam and F. Panjeh Ali Beikreall the global Arnoldi proess. Finally, we will present a weighted globalArnoldi proess.For a matrix V = [vij℄ 2 Rn�s ; we denote by ve(V ) the vetor of Rnsde�ned by ve(V ) = �v(:; 1)T ; v(:; 2)T ; :::; v(:; s)T �Twhere v(:; j); j = 1; 2; :::; s; is the j th olumn of V.Notation. For an arbitrary n �ms matrix V = [V1; V2; :::; Vm℄ where eahVi; i = 1; 2; :::; m; is an n � s matrix. We assoiate a new ns �m matrix Vvwhih is de�ned as the following,Vv = [ve(V1); ve(V2); :::; ve(Vm)℄:For given matries A 2 Rn�m and B 2 Rk�l ; the so alled Kronekerprodut of the matries A and B, denoted by A
B; is de�ned by the followingnk �ml matrix, A
B = [aijB℄ :Some properties of this produt are given as follows [17℄.(i) If A and B are nonsingular matries of dimension n�n and p�p;respetively,then (A
B)�1 = A�1 
 B�1:(ii) If A and B aren� n and p� p; matries, thendet(A
 B) = det(A)n det(B)p and tr(A
 B) = tr(A)tr(B):ve(ABC) = (CT 
 A)ve(B):ve(A)Tve(B) = tr(ATB):(iii) If A 2 Rn�m ; B 2 Rm�pand C 2 Rp�n ; thentr(ABC) = ve(AT )T (In 
B)ve(C) = ve(C)T (In 
 BT )ve(AT ):In the rest of this paper, we suppose that D 2 Rn�n is a positive de�nitediagonal matrix.De�nition 1. If u and v are two vetors whih belong to Rns ; the innerprodut < :; : >Is
D de�ned as< u; v >Is
D= uT (Is 
D)v:Also, the norm assoiated with this inner produt denoted by k:kIs
D andde�ned by  u 2Is
D =< u; u >Is
D= uT (Is 
D)u:De�nition 2. For two matries Y and Z in Rn�s ; we de�ne a inner produtas follows < Y;Z >D= tr(Y TDZ):



New weighted global full orthogonalization method 2861where tr(Y TDZ) denotes the trae of the matrix Y TDZ:We introdue a matrixnorm k:kD assoiated with this inner produt suh thatkXk2D = tr(XTDX) 8X 2 Rn�s :Note that if D = In�n, then < :; : >D redues to < :; : >F .The global Arnoldi proess onstruts an F -orthonormal basis V1; V2; :::; Vmof the blok Krylov subspae Km(A; V ); i.e., the matries V1; V2; :::; Vm satisfyin the following onditionstr(V Ti Vj) = 0; tr(V Ti Vi) = 1; for i 6= j; i; j = 1; 2; :::; m: (2)Algorithm 1 (Global Arnoldi proess)1. Choose an n� smatrix V. Set � = kV kF ; V1 = V=�;2. For j = 1; 2; :::; m Do:3. W = AVj4. For i = 1; 2; :::; j Do:5. hi;j =< W; Vi >F6. W =W � hijVi7. End Do8. hj+1;j = kWkF : If hj+1;j = 0 Stop9. Vj+1 =W=hj+1;j10. End Do.Denote by Vm the n�ms blok matrix with olumns V1; V2; :::; Vm; Hm the(m+1)�m Hessenberg matrix whose nonzero entries hij; i = 1; 2; :::; m+1; j =1; :::m; are de�ned by Algorithm 1, and by Hm the matrix obtained from Hmby deleting its last row.It is known that the matries onstruted by the global Arnoldi proesssatisfy the following relations, for more details see [18℄,AVm = Vm(Hm 
 Is) + hm+1;m � 0n�s; 0n�s; :::; Vm+1 � :(A� �In)Vm = Vm((Hm � �Im)
 Is) + hm+1;mVm+1(eTm 
 Is): (3)By a given n�n positive de�nite diagonal matrix D, we will present a newweighted global Arnoldi proess. It onstruts a D-orthonormal basis for theblok Krylov subspae Km(A; V ).Algorithm 2. (Weighted global Arnoldi proess)1. Choose an n� s matrix V. Set e� = kV kD; eV1 = V=e�;2. For j = 1; 2; :::; m Do:



2862 M. Mohseni Moghadam and F. Panjeh Ali Beik3. fW = AeVj4. For i = 1; 2; :::; j Do:5. ehi;j =< fW; eVi >D6. fW =fW � ehij eVi7. End Do8. ehj+1;j = kfWkD: If ehj+1;j = 0 Stop9. eVj+1 = fW=ehj+1;j10. End Do.We an easily see that eV1; eV2; :::; eVm; onstruted by Algorithm 2, form aD-orthonormal basis for Km(A; V ); i.e.tr((eVi)TDeVi) = 1; tr((eVi)TDeVj) = 0; i 6= j; i; j = 1; 2; :::; m: (4)It is easy to see that,AeVm = eVm( eHm 
 Is) + ehm+1;meVm+1(eTm 
 Is): (5)Analogously to (3), the weighted shifted relation for the multiple shifted system(1) is transformed into(A� �In)eVm = eVm(( eHm � �Im)
 Is) + ehm+1;m eVm+1(eTm 
 Is): (6)Now, assume that Vm = [V1; V2; :::; Vm℄ and eVm = heV1; eV2; :::; eVmi are n�msmatries orresponding to the two bases for Km(A; V )onstruted by globalArnoldi and weighted global Arnoldi proesses, respetively.By onsidering the matries Vvm and eVvm onsist to the matries Vm and eVm;we prove the following Theorem.Theorem 1. Assume that Vvmand eVvmare de�ned as before. Then(1) The olumns of Vvm form a basis for Km((Is 
 A); ve(V ))and(Vvm)TVvm = I; (7)(2) The olumns of eVvm form a basis for Km((Is 
 A); ve(V )) and(eVvm)T (Is 
D)eVvm = I: (8)Proof. It is known that the set of the olumns of Vm(eVm) is a basis forKm(A; V ): Also, by the properties of the Kroneker produt, we an easily seethat for i = 1; 2; 3; :::



New weighted global full orthogonalization method 2863(Is 
 A)ive(V ) = ve(AiV ): (9)Hene, we onlude that Vvm (eVvm) forms a basis for Km((Is 
 A); ve(V )):The relations (7) and (8) follow from (2), (4) and the following relationstr(V Ti Vj) = ve(Vi)Tve(Vj);tr(eV Ti DVj) = ve(eVi)T (Is 
D)ve( eVj): �Now, we establish the following useful Proposition.Proposition 1. Consider Vm as de�ned earlier and assume that Bm = [bij℄ isan arbitrary m� p matrix. IfVm(B 
 Is) = 0n�ps; (10)then Bm = 0m�p:Proof. Let bj , 1 � j � p; be the j -th olumn of the Bm: Evidently,Vm(bj 
 Is) = 0n�s; i.e. mXi=1 Vibij = 0n�s; 1 � j � p;whih is equivalent to say that Pmi=1 ve(Vi)bij = 0ns�1; 1 � j � p:From the above relation, we an easily see that Vvmbj = 0ns�1(1 � j � p);whih implies that VvmB = 0ns�p:Now, the result follows from the relation (7). �In the following, we establish some relations between matries obtained bythe weighted global Arnoldi and global Arnoldi proesses. These relations willbe useful for presenting links between the G-FOM and WG-FOM Algorithms.To this end, �rst, we establish the following Theorem.Theorem 2. Suppose that Algorithms 1 and 2 do not break down beforethe m-th step. Then there exists an upper nonsingular triangular matrix Um 2Rm�msuh that eVm=Vm(Um 
 Is); (11)Um=(Vvm)T eVvm; (12)U�1m =(eVvm)T (Is 
D)Vvm; (13)eHm = U�1m+1HmUm: (14)



2864 M. Mohseni Moghadam and F. Panjeh Ali BeikProof. Sine Vvj and eVvj are two bases of the Krylov subspae Kj((Is 
A); ve(V )) for all j 2 f1; 2; :::; mg ; we an express eVvm in terms of Vvm aseVvm = VvmUm:It is easy to see that the above relation is equivalent to the relation (11).If we multiply the above relation on the left by (Vvm)T ; we get (12). Also,for obtaining (13), it is suÆient to multiply eVvm = VvmUm on the left by(eVvm)T (Is 
D): Evidently,Vm+1(HmUm 
 Is) = Vm+1(Um+1 eHm 
 Is):Or equivalently Vm+1((HmUm � Um+1 eHm)
 Is) = 0:Hene, the relation (14) follows from the Proposition 1 by setting Bm =HmUm � Um+1 eHm: �The relation (14) is also valid for matries Hm and eHm, onstruted by theArnoldi and weighted Arnoldi proesses, respetively, for more details see [7℄.Based on the relation (14) for the Hessenberg matries produed by the Arnoldiand weighted Arnoldi proesses, the following Proposition established by Essaiin [7℄. Hene, we an immediately onlude that this Proposition is also validfor matries Hm and eHm, produed by the global Arnoldi and weighted globalArnoldi proesses. We state the following Proposition, for Hessenberg matriesonstruted by global proesses. Clearly, the proof is similar to the proof givenin [7℄.Proposition 2. Under the same assumption as in Theorem 2, we an �nd thefollowing relations between Hmand eHm.eHm = U�1m HmUm + hm+1;mum;mum+1eTm; (15)Hm = U�1m eHmUm + hm+1;mum+1;m+1um+1eTm; (16)where um+1 2 Rmand um+1 2 Rmare respetively obtained from the lastolumns of the matries U�1m+1and Um+1; where last entries are deleted.Proof. See [7℄. �At the end of this setion, we ompare the operations requirement for theglobal Arnoldi proess and weighted global Arnoldi proess introdued in thissetion. Assume that Nnz denotes the number of nonzero elements of the ma-trix A. The global Arnoldi proess and its weighted version need m stepsand at eah steps, s matrix-vetor produts are performed, hene the ost is



New weighted global full orthogonalization method 28652msNnz: The total number of operations required to perform in m steps forthe di�erent proesses are given in Table 1.Complexity of the global Arnoldi proess and its weighted versionProess Number of operationsGlobal Arnoldi 2msNnz + 2m(m+ 4)nsWeighted global Arnoldi 2msNnz + (52m(m + 1) + 8)nsTable 13. New weighted global full orthogonalization method (WG-FOM )In this setion, we present a new restarted weighted global FOM (WG-FOM)for solving the multiple linear system AX = B: Then in the next setion,we will introdue the restarted weighted shifted global FOM (WSG-FOM) forsolving multiple shifted linear system (1). To this end, we �rst reall the G-FOM for solving multiple linear system AX = B: The G-FOM generates a newapproximation suh that Xm = X0 + Vm(ym 
 Is);and Rm?FKm(A;R0);where Rm = B�AXm; X0 is a given initial approximate matrix to the solutionX of AX = B and R0 = B � AX0 is the orresponding residual matrix andym 2 Rm :The G-FOM algorithm requires the storage of Vm: That is, in order to savethe vetor Vm; we need an m dimensional vetors spae whose entries are n�smatries. To ure the storage problem, enountered also in the FOM, thevalue of m is limited by storage onstraint and by avoiding rounding errors.Hene, this Algorithm an be restarted after m iterations. The orrespondingAlgorithm is alled the restarted G-FOM (m), see [20℄.Algorithm 3. (G-FOM (m) )1. Choose X0; m and a tolerane "; ompute R0 = B � AX0; V = R0:2. Construt the F -orthonormal basis V1; V2; :::; Vm by the global Arnoldi pro-ess.3. Find ymas the solution of Hmym = �e1;4. Compute the approximate solution Xm = X0 + Vm(ym 
 Is); omputeRm = B � AXm:5. If kRmkF < " Stop.6. Set X0 = Xm, R0 = Rm, V = R0; and go to 2.



2866 M. Mohseni Moghadam and F. Panjeh Ali BeikLet X0 be an n � s initial approximate matrix with the orrespondingresidual matrix R0 = B � AXm: Like G-FOM the approximation eXm in WG-FOM belongs to the Krylov subspae Km(A;R0): Hene, the WG-FOM methodgenerates a new approximation eXm �X0 2 Km(A;R0) suh thateXm = X0 + eVm(eym 
 Is); and eRm?DKm(A;R0): (17)Now, we an present the new weighted global FOM (WG-FOM) as followsAlgorithm 4. (WG-FOM (m) )1. Choose X0; m and a tolerane "; ompute R0 = B � AX0; V = R0:2. Choose a n� n diagonal positive de�nite matrix D.3. Construt the D-orthonormal basis eV1; eV2; :::; eVm by the global Arnoldiproess.4. Find eym as the solution of eHmym = e�e1:5. Compute the approximate solution eXm = X0 + eVm(eym 
 Is); omputeeRm = B � A eXm:6. If  eRmF < " Stop.7. Set X0 = eXm, R0 = eRm, V = R0; then go to 2.In the following, we present a link between G-FOM and WG-FOM. Notethat, eXm �X0 2 Km(A;R0); so we haveeXm �X0 = eVm(eym 
 Is);= eVm(U�1m 
 Is)(Umeym 
 Is);= Vm(beym 
 Is);where eym = Um�1beym: It is known that, the vetor eym is the solution of thefollowing linear system, eHmeym = e�e1;where e� = kR0kD :By some easy omputations on the above linear system, we getUm eHmU�1m beym = Ume�e1 = �e1Note that � = kR0kF andbeym = Umeym: From the relation (16), we dedue that(Hm � hm+1;mum+1;m+1um+1eTm)beym = �e1: (18)By onsidering the properties of the basis Vm; we an easily see that thenonzero entries of the matrix Um+1 = [uij℄m+1�m+1 are obtained as follows



New weighted global full orthogonalization method 2867uij = tr(V Ti eVj); j = 1; 2; :::; m+ 1; i = 1; 2; :::; j:From (18) and the above relation we onlude that the knowledge of eVm+1allows us to onstrut the iterate eXm from the global Arnoldi proess.4. Restarted weighted shifted global FOM (WSG-FOM)In this setion, we present the restarted weighted shifted global FOM (WSG-FOM) for solving the multiple shifted linear systems (1). Assume that X0 = 0for � 2 f�1; �2; :::; �kg : Suppose that all of k shifted multiple linear systemshave the same right-hands, i.e., we are interested to solve the following multiplelinear systems simultaneously(A� �iI)X = B ; i = 1; 2; :::; k:Thanks to (3) (and (6)) , the only di�erene in applying the G-FOM (WG-FOM) is that ym(eym) is omputed by solving the redued shifted linear system(Hm � �I)y = �0e1(( eHm � �I)y = e�0e1);where �0 = kR0kF (e�0 = kR0kD ): Therefore, the expensive step of onstrut-ing the F -orthonormal ( D-orthonormal) basis Vm(eVm) is performed only onefor all values of interest. This is the ase if right-hand sides are ollinear.In the following, we show that ollinearity for all the new residuals stillholds in the WSG-FOM. It is straightforward that the restarted shifted globalFOM (SG-FOM) is a speial ase of the WSG-FOM. Hene, we an onludethat the following Proposition for SG-FOM.Proposition 3. For eah i = 1; :::; k; suppose that eX(i)m = eVm(ey(i)m 
 Is) isthe WG-FOM approximate solution to (A � �iI)X = B in Km(A � �iI ; R0);with eVm satisfying (6) and � = �i: Then there exists e�(i)m 2 R suh thateR(i)m = B � (A� �iI) eX(i)m = e�(i)m eVm+1:Proof. It is obvious that, for i = 1; :::; k; we have eR(i)m = R0�AeVm(ey(i)m 
 Is):By substituting the relation (6) in the above relation, we geteR(i)m = R0 � eVm(( eH � �iey(i)m )
 Is)� ehm+1;m eVm+1(eTmey(i)m 
 Is);= e�0eV1 � eVm(e�0e1 
 Is)� ehm+1;meVm+1(eTmey(i)m 
 Is);Obviously e�0 eV1 = eVm(e�0e1 
 Is): Hene,the result follows by setting e�(i)m =�ehm+1;m(ey(i)m )m where (ey(i)m )m is the m-th omponent of the vetor ey(i)m : �Algorithm 5. Restarted Weighted Shifted Global FOM ( WSG-FOM )Given A; B; m; f�1; �2; :::; �kg ; � = f1; 2; :::; kg :1. Set X(i)0 = 0; R(i)0 = B; i = 1; 2; 3; :::; k:



2868 M. Mohseni Moghadam and F. Panjeh Ali Beik2. Choose the diagonal positive de�nite matries D(i) = diag(d(i)1 ; d(i)2 ; :::; d(i)n );omputee�(i)m =  eR(i)0 (i)D and V (i)1 = eR(i)0 .e�(i)m ; i 2 �3. Construt the D orthonormal bases eV(i)m and the Hessenberg matries eH(i)m ;by the weighted global Arnoldi proess, starting with the matrix eV (i)1 ; i 2 �:4. For eah i 2 �; omputeey(i)m = ( eH(i)m � �iI)�1(e�(i)m e1);eX(i)m = X(i)0 + eV(i)m (ey(i)m 
 Is); eR(i)m = B � (A� �iI) eX(i)m :5. Eliminate onverged systems. Update i 2 �: If � = ;; Stop.6. If  eR(i)m F. eR(i)0 F < "; stop; else set eX(i)0 = eX(i)m ; eR(i)0 = eR(i)m ; i 2 �; andgo to 2.By the following Theorem, we show that the blok Krylov subspae isinvariable with respet to saling, i.e., it is unneessary to sale the weightingmatriesD(i); i = 1; 2; :::; k with positive salars beause the saling do nothingabout the generate blok Krylov subspae as well as the solutions to (1).Theorem 4. If we multiply the diagonal matries D(`) by a positive salars�` where ` = 1; 2; :::; k; then the result of Algorithm 5 will not hange.Proof. Let bD(`) = �`D(`); ` = 1; 2; 3; :::; k; then by onsidering the weightedglobal Arnoldi proess, for j = 1; 2; :::; m; i = 1; 2; :::; j + 1; we havebeV (`)i = 1p�` eV (`)i ; fW = 1p�`fW (`); hij =< fW; beV (`)i > bD(`)=<fW (`); eV (`)i >D(`) :Hene, we onlude thatbeV (`)m = 1p�` eV (`)m ; beH(`)m = eH(`)m ; beH(`)m = eH(`)m :Let beX(`)m = eX0 + beV (`)m (bey(`)m 
 Is); where bey(`)m = ( beH(`)m � �`I)�1(be�(`)m e1): It is learthat be�(`)m = p�`e�(`)m : Therefore beX(`)m = eX(`)m ; whih ompletes the proof. �In all of the numerial examples, we assume that X(`)0 = 0; ` = 1; 2; :::; k;hene all of the multiple shifted linear systems have the same initial residualmatrix R(`)0 = B; ` = 1; 2; :::; k:The diagonal matrix D(`) = diagfd(`)1 ; d(`)2 ; :::; d(`)n g; ` = 1; 2; :::; k; is hosensuh that D(`) = D; where the diagonal matrix D = diagfd1; d2; :::; dng; isonstruted by the following strategy.



New weighted global full orthogonalization method 2869Strategy for hoosing weights. In the initialization, the matrix D for all ofthe multiple shifted linear systems is the same, whih is omputed as followsdi = pn Ri;�0 2kR0kF ; i = 1; 2; :::; n: (19)Where Ri;�0 ; i = 1; 2; :::; n; denotes the i-th row of the matrix R0: In the follow-ing examples, this hoie will always be applied. The idea of hoosing di bythe relation (19), is gotten from [7℄.During the restarting proedure, in virtue of the results of Proposition 3as well as the fat that eVm+1D = 1; we havedi = d(`)i = pn ( eRi;�m )(`)2 eR(`)m D = pn eV i;�m+12eVm+1D = pneV i;�m+12 ; i = 1; 2; :::; n;(20)where ( eRi;�m )(`); i = 1; 2; :::; n; ` = 1; 2; :::; k; denotes the i-th row of the matrixeR(`)m ; ` = 1; 2; :::; k:It is straightforward to see that the omputed weighted shifted residualsby the above weights are ollinear.5. Numerial experimentsIn this setion, we report the results of some numerial results that we havearried out. Also, in order to illustrate the aelerating onvergene behaviorof theWSG-FOM to solve (1) simultaneously, some numerial experiments havebeen performed. All the experiments are done out using Mathematia 6.In the following examples, the matrix B 2 Rn�2 ; is hosen suh that AE =B where ET = � 1 1 : : : 11:5 1:5 : : : 1:5 �2�n :Also, the initial guess is X0 = 0n�2:The stopping riterion is that the urrent relative residual satis�es eR(i)m F eR(i)0 F < " = 0:5� 10�16; i = 1; 2; :::; k:The numerial omparison results for SG-FOM and WSG-FOM are given bytwo di�erent way. The relation between the number of restarts as x-axis andthe relative residual's logarithm base on 10 as y-axis are presented in the form



2870 M. Mohseni Moghadam and F. Panjeh Ali Beikof �gures. Also, we give the omparison results in terms of both number ofrestarts and CPU-time(s) in Tables 2 and 3 for the orresponding experiments.Example 1 ( [13, 26, 27℄ ). Let the matrix A be a 200�200 matrix, employedin the orresponding literature, as follows
A =

0BBBBBBBBBBBBBBB�
14 0:21 1:2 0 0:13 1:420:45 24 0:21 1:2 0 0:13 1:420 0:45 34 0:21 1:2 0 0:130:12 0 0:45 44 0:210:11 0:12 0 0:45 . . . . . . 0:13 1:420:11 0:12 0 . . . . . . . . . 1:2 0 0:13. . . 1974 0:12 1:2 00 0:45 1984 0:21 1:20:11 0:12 0 0:45 1994 0:210:11 0:12 0 0:45 2004

1CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCA :
Example 2 ( [13, 26, 27℄ ). This example onsiders an 100�100 upper bidiago-nal matrix A, where the vetor k = [0:001; 0:002; 0:003; 0:004; 10; 11; 12; :::; 105℄onsists of the diagonal elements of the matrix A and supper-diagonal is thevetor whih all elements of equal to one.Example 1.Comparison in terms of both number of restarts and CPU onsuming time in seondsApproah SG-FOM (40) WSG-FOM (40)�1 = 6 14 11�2 = -6 10 8�3 = 10 37 15�4 = -10 14 10�5 = 14 80 30�6 = -14 17 12CPU- time 101.822 42.12Table 1Example 2. Comparison in terms of both number of restarts and CPU onsuming time in seondsApproah SG-FOM (40) WSG-FOM (40)�1 = 35 85 32�2 = -35 17 12CPU- time 21.248 8.674Table 2
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 Fig. 1: Example 1. Right �1 = 6 Left �2 = �6
 Fig. 2: Example 1. Right �3 = 10 Left �4 = �10

 Fig. 3: Example 1. Right �5 = 14 Left �6 = �14Remark. As it is observed in Tables 2, 3, Figures 1-4, signi�ant progressan be made by WSG-FOM not only in redued number of restarts but alsoin dereased CPU omputing time. Under suh irumstanes where SG-FOMneeds muh more number of restarts to onverge than WSG-FOM , WSG-FOMis muh preferred.
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 Fig. 4: Example 2. Right �1 = 35 Left �2 = �356. ConlusionA new weighted global shifted full orthogonalization method (WSG-FOM) wasproposed for solving shifted linear systems with multiple right-hand sides.Based on the results of numerial experiments, we onlude that WSG-FOMindeed an lead to aelerating onvergene rate with respet to the numberof restarts ompared to the global shifted FOM (SG-FOM). In the ases whereWSG-FOM requires less enough number of restarts to onverge, the CPU on-suming time is also redued.The open problem of �nding optimal weighting matrix D is under investi-gation. Establishing theoretial omparison results between SG-FOM and itsweighted version is also under investigation.7. AknowledgementsThis work has been partially supported by the Mahani Mathematial ResearhCenter and by the Center of Exellene of Linear Algebra and Optimizationof Shahid Bahonar University of Kerman.Referenes[1℄ T. Ando, Generalized Shur omplements, Linear Algebra Appl. 27 (1979)173-186.[2℄ R. Bouyouli, K. Jbilou, R. Sadaka, H. Sadok, Convergene propertiesof some blok Krylov subspae methods for multiple linear systems, J.Comput. Appl. Math. 196 (2006) 498-511.[3℄ R. Bouyouli, K. Jbilou, A. Messaoudi, H. Sadok, On blok minimal residualmethods, Appl. Math. Lett, 20 (2007) 284-289.[4℄ Z. H. Cao, X. Y. Yu, A note on weighted FOM and GMRES for solvingnonsymmetri linear systems, Appl. Math. Comput. 151 (2004) 719-727.
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